RECENT CASES

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW — QUALIFIED IMMUNITY — THIRD CIRCUIT HOLDS BYSTANDERS HAVE FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHT TO RECORD POLICE BUT GRANTS QUALIFIED IMMUNITY TO OFFICERS INVOLVED. — Fields v. City of Philadelphia, 862 F.3d 353 (3d Cir. 2017).

Smartphones have enabled individuals to capture and broadly disseminate recordings of their interactions with law enforcement. Despite the ubiquity of these recordings, many citizens attempting to record police activity have faced retaliation from police officers. In response, several federal appeals courts have, over the years, recognized citizens’ constitutional right to record the police. Recently, in Fields v. City of Philadelphia, the Third Circuit agreed, holding that citizens have a First Amendment right to record police officers engaged in official duties in public. Although the Third Circuit deftly applied precedent by addressing the substantive First Amendment question in Fields head-on, rather than proceeding directly to the officers’ qualified immunity defense, the court’s subsequent grant of immunity was analytically problematic, highlighting the undue strength of the immunity doctrine.

In September 2012, Amanda Geraci attempted to record the arrest of an antifracking protester with her camera, doing so without interfering with police duties. A Philadelphia police officer restrained her, preventing her from recording the arrest. During a separate incident in September 2013, Richard Fields, a Temple University sophomore, stood on a public sidewalk and used his iPhone to take a photo of officers breaking up a party; when Fields refused to leave the scene, an officer confiscated his phone, searching through it before releasing him with a citation. Geraci and Fields brought 42 U.S.C. § 1983 suits against the City of Philadelphia and the officers involved for violations of their First Amendment right to record police activity and their Fourth Amendment right to be free from unreasonable search or seizure. Plaintiffs pointed to Philadelphia Police Department policy, which acknowledged citizens’ right to record police.
The trial court granted partial summary judgment to the defendants. Judge Kearney of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania held that the First Amendment did not protect plaintiffs’ recording acts, as neither Fields nor Geraci intended to express their beliefs or criticize the police through their footage. Because of this ruling, the district court did not address questions of qualified immunity or municipal liability.

The Third Circuit reversed and remanded. Writing for the panel, Judge Ambro first rejected defendants’ argument that the court avoid ruling on the First Amendment issue and find instead that, “regardless of the right’s existence, the officers [were] entitled to qualified immunity.” The constitutional issue of recording police activity presented an unanswered question of “great importance” for the court — especially considering how widespread these recordings had become and their salience in “our national discussion[s] of proper policing.”

Judge Ambro then turned to the constitutional question itself. Joining a “growing consensus” of courts, Judge Ambro held that plaintiffs did have a right to record police officers conducting official activities in public. According to Judge Ambro, the district court erred in its focus on plaintiffs’ intent. The First Amendment protects the “public’s right of access to information about their officials’ public activities.” Citizen recording of officers inherently fell within this principle, as photos, film, and audio footage allowed viewers to “see and hear more accurately” the police activity they were already entitled to witness and facilitated “citizen discourse.” Judge Ambro concluded this analysis by detailing the benefits of this right to record: bystander footage of officers fills in gaps in officer body-camera and dashboard-camera recordings, enriches journalistic reporting, and “spur[s] action at all levels of government to address police misconduct and to protect civil rights.”
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Judge Ambro then determined the officers were entitled to qualified immunity. Qualified immunity provides a defense to government actors unless they violate a right “so clearly established that ‘every reasonable official would have understood that what he is doing violates that right.’”24 As Judge Ambro explained, the clearly established inquiry required the court to consider the “right ‘in light of the specific context of the case.’”25 Drawing from binding precedent, he characterized the inquiry as whether a “robust consensus” had emerged that put the existence of the right “beyond debate.”26 According to Judge Ambro, the state of First Amendment law in 2012 and 2013 — the respective years Geraci and Fields attempted to take photos of officers — did not clearly establish plaintiffs’ ability to record the police.27 First, the Third Circuit had held in 2010 in Kelly v. Borough of Carlisle28 that no established right existed, and no later case had established such a right by 2013.29 Moreover, Judge Ambro dismissed the applicability of the Department’s recording policy — concluding it was likely ineffective in conveying the right.30 Finally, although he acknowledged that other circuits had recognized the right to record prior to 2012 and 2013, Judge Ambro nonetheless concluded that this case law did not create enough consensus.31

Judge Nygaard concurred in part and dissented in part.32 He concurred that this First Amendment right exists today,33 but dissented from the qualified immunity holding because he concluded the right was also clearly established in 2012 and 2013. First, Judge Nygaard asserted that four of the circuit decisions Judge Ambro referenced to establish the present-day right preceded the facts of Fields and sufficiently provided “robust consensus.”34 Then, he pointed to the Department’s official policy as “indisputable”35 evidence of this First Amendment right’s existence “well before the incidents under review.”36 As he documented, the Department issued a memorandum in 2011 to educate officers on recording rights.37 The memorandum stated, “police should reasonably expect to be photographed, videotaped and or audibly recorded” by the public, and it made clear that officers “‘shall not’ obstruct or prevent
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this conduct.”38 In November 2012, the Department provided even clearer guidance, issuing a directive to “protect the constitutional rights of individuals to record police officers engaged in the public discharge of their duties.”39 Finally, Judge Nygaard argued that because of the pervasiveness of smartphones, “it [would be] unreasonable to assume that the police officers were oblivious to the First Amendment implications of . . . attempt[ing] to curtail such recordings.”40

In Fields, the Third Circuit correctly followed Supreme Court precedent by addressing the substantive constitutional question before reaching qualified immunity. The court’s decision to adjudicate plaintiffs’ claims aided development of First Amendment doctrine and provided definitive judicial guidance to future plaintiffs and officers. However, the Fields court’s qualified immunity holding was analytically problematic in two regards. First, the majority inadequately explained why the case law on police recordings, which sufficiently reflects a growing consensus of a First Amendment right today, did not clearly establish this right in 2012 and 2013. Second, by dismissing the applicability of the Philadelphia Police Department’s policy on recordings with little explanation, the majority appeared to depart from its own prescription to examine the clarity of legal precedent on a right in light of the “specific context” of the case. That the Fields court granted qualified immunity is unsurprising and consistent with recent Supreme Court precedent. But the majority’s questionable reasoning nonetheless reflects the undue strength of the immunity doctrine itself, such that the “Equilibration Thesis” — that courts calibrate rights with factors such as remedial consequences — has become distorted in favor of government defendants.41

The Fields court’s decision to adjudicate the constitutional issue correctly answered a question the Supreme Court left to the “sound discretion” of lower courts.42 In Pearson v. Callahan,43 the Court gave lower courts the choice of whether to decide if a rights violation occurred or proceed directly to qualified immunity, encouraging those courts to decide constitutional questions where doing so would “promote[] the development of constitutional precedent.”44 The Third Circuit certainly sought to advance constitutional doctrine in Fields by answering what it considered a frontier First Amendment question. Although simply finding the Fields officers were entitled to immunity may have saved
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judicial resources and avoided an “unnecessary” ruling\(^\text{45}\) in the short run, this would have ultimately created negative doctrinal consequences. Since police officers are government officials, cases where plaintiffs record them will necessarily involve qualified immunity; consequently, skirting the First Amendment question in a case like \textit{Fields} would likely mean skirting it in perpetuity. As a result, First Amendment doctrine may have stagnated in the Third Circuit, and the right of information access may have become degraded\(^\text{46}\) at a critical time — when police recordings are ever increasing.\(^\text{47}\) But, by resolving this question, the \textit{Fields} court wisely sought to provide clarity to future plaintiffs seeking vindication and public officials attempting to avoid wrongdoing.

However, the majority did not adequately explain why the case law that suffices to recognize the right to record today did not also clearly establish this right in 2012 and 2013. Of course, a court’s constitutional violation inquiry and its clearly established inquiry are two separate analyses.\(^\text{48}\) Per \textit{Pearson}, these inquiries are meant to analyze the right in question not just at two different points in time, but also under different legal standards.\(^\text{49}\) Because the clearly established inquiry involves the question of notice to government actors and may result in liability, it understandably requires a higher threshold of rights establishment — that is, a “robust consensus,” “beyond debate” — as compared to a present-day constitutional inquiry, where broader assessments of “growing” appellate consensus are permitted. Although the \textit{Fields} plaintiffs certainly did face a higher threshold for demonstrating that the right to record police was clearly established than for satisfying their present-day claim, the case law suggests this higher threshold was also met.

Four pre-2012 cases found a First Amendment right to record police.\(^\text{50}\) Two considerations buttress the dissent’s characterization of these cases as a “robust consensus.” First, these cases reflected a state of \textit{total} appellate agreement. Though some courts, including the Third Circuit, had skipped addressing the question of citizens’ right to record, no court to address the right substantively prior to 2012 had held that it did not
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exist. In light of Pearson and other cases where courts granted qualified immunity based on the existence of judicial disagreement or silence, the level of judicial agreement here is especially compelling. Moreover, the dissent’s “robust consensus” assertion is apt because the four cases represent proper analogues to Fields. Although the majority attempted to distinguish these cases as only recognizing a right to record tied to expressive intent, this characterization wrongly narrows their holdings. Like Fields, these cases relate generally to protecting recording officers in public, regardless of intent. Given these considerations, the majority’s sole reliance on Kelly — a case evaluating the state of the law in 2007 with respect to the particular context of a traffic stop — appears insufficient. And the majority’s vague references to legal developments to justify finding a right today also fail to show that the right was not clearly established by 2012.

In addition to its case law analysis, the Fields majority did not appear to engage fully with the facts of the case. As the majority wrote, the clearly established inquiry requires courts to examine the “specific context” of the case. Although not a subjective analysis of a defendant’s state of mind, the inquiry is still meant to be relatively fact-dependent. Courts examine the information available to public officials — from precedent to internal policies and developments to justify finding a right today also fail to show that the right was not clearly established by 2012.

The majority cited only two cases, Turner v. Lieutenant Driver, 848 F.3d 678 (5th Cir. 2017), and Gericke v. Begin, 753 F.3d 1 (1st Cir. 2014), decided after the Fields events, Fields, 862 F.3d at 355–56, and did little to demonstrate how these cases solidified a First Amendment right that was not clearly established by the four cases prior.
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documented, the Department’s official policy, dating back to 2011, explicitly recognized citizens’ First Amendment right to record officers, absent any expressive intent.\textsuperscript{60} On two separate occasions, sergeants read this policy out loud at roll call, Department-wide.\textsuperscript{61} From these rich facts, it should have at least been worth discussing whether the Department clearly understood the right to record.

Nonetheless, the majority largely disregarded the Department’s policy, concluding it was likely “ineffective.” The majority did not offer any concrete critiques of the policy’s content, which labeled recording police activity a constitutional right and barred officers from impeding recorders. Nor did the majority criticize the policy’s delivery to officers in both written form and in person. And the majority cited no metrics to capture Philadelphia police officers’ past or present knowledge of a citizen’s right to record, relying instead on a citation to the briefs for the proposition that officers were unaware of this right in 2012 and 2013.\textsuperscript{62} The majority’s few sentences of reasoning,\textsuperscript{63} devoid of the rich context the dissent elucidated, foreclosed even the possibility of considering whether the officers truly “had . . . ground to claim ambiguity about the boundaries of the citizens’ constitutional right.”\textsuperscript{64}

Although the majority’s treatment of case law and the Department’s policy appeared cursory, the Fields qualified immunity holding was, ultimately, unsurprising. Over the past fifteen years, the Supreme Court has insistently strengthened immunity doctrine in a number of ways. Whereas “fair warning” once sufficed to defeat an officer’s immunity,\textsuperscript{65} now, rigid requirements of well-settled case law mean that “all but the plainly incompetent or those who knowingly violate the law” are protected.\textsuperscript{66} In light of this, Fields is well in line with precedent and is not legally “wrong.” The two elements of the majority’s reasoning discussed above, therefore, do not represent misapplications of qualified immunity by the Third Circuit, but instead flaws in the underlying doctrine itself — revealing its excessive strength in favor of defendants.

According to the Equilibration Thesis, laid out by Professor Richard Fallon, courts often define rights with reference to connected factors like remedial outcomes, and vice versa.\textsuperscript{67} As Fallon describes, courts do so
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to realize the best “bundle of rights and correspondingly calibrated remedies within our constitutional system.”

Qualified immunity is one way courts achieve this equilibration. For example, in the ideal, immunity strikes the “appropriate balance . . . between deterring officials from violating rights, on the one hand, and chilling officials from acting conscientiously to discharge their responsibilities, on the other hand.”

As Fields reveals, however, current precedent does not strike this idealized balance. The first “flaw” in Fields — that the First Amendment case law was likely sufficient to establish the right to record the police in 2012 and 2013 — is troubling because it reveals courts’ ability to delay the recognition of rights. Essentially, courts can reframe packages of “existing” rights more narrowly to exclude the “new” rights in question, barring plaintiffs’ recovery for these rights. This reframing in turn improperly perpetuates qualified immunity; courts can repeatedly excuse public official misconduct not only by jumping to defendants’ immunity defenses, but also with each faulty recalibration of rights.

And finally, the second Fields “flaw” — that the court ignored the Department’s official policy of the right to record — troublingly reveals qualified immunity’s interpretation in the most defendant-protective terms. When even obvious notice that officers had clarity regarding legal precedent can be disregarded almost outright, phrases like “specific context” are distorted within the already-convoluted qualified immunity doctrine, and the doctrine is transformed into near-absolute immunity.

In short, Fields has contradictory implications. On the one hand, the Third Circuit properly exercised its discretion to recognize citizens’ First Amendment right to record officers, absent any expressive intent. However, the Fields court’s grant of qualified immunity to the officers involved reflects qualified immunity’s undue strength today. Perhaps, as Justice Thomas recently wrote, it is time for the Court to “reconsider [its] qualified immunity jurisprudence.”
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